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At a glacier's pace: ASBSUwork slow but steady
StephanieMatlock______ These changes, how-
News!filer I ever, have all appeared
This semester the As-soc-i-ate-d--- relatively small and irrele-Students of Boise State vant to many of the students whoelect the ASBSUsenators. lastUniversity's Senate called for :
year's campaigns promised many
lowered Coke prices on campus issue-oriented discussions, from
and for, students to "rock the student radio to an ATM on the
vote." Four bills were passed and west end of campus, to furthering
several resolutions are currently the recycling program and focus-
being discussed. . ing. on parking. issues. No bills
Many of the bills advanced last regarding. these issues'have been
semester went unnoticed by the presented to this semester's sen:
average BSUstudent. One provid-.. ate.
ed ,additional funding for the "You!Ye got to think in terms
Student Nursing Association; of generations," points out College
another re-allocated monies to the of Arts & Sciences Senator Mikela
Grant Fund. An additional bill French. "One semester in this
changed language in the ASBSU body is not enough to enact big
Codes and eliminated a polling change." French ran on a cam-
location in the library: The most paign focused on student radio and
noticeable piece of legislation still holds that issue as an impor-
funded the Rock the Vote cam- tant one, but she realizes,
paign, which paid for activities to "Progress is always slow."
encourage students to vote on "Major changes that affect
Election Day. the students are always going to
be slow," agrees At-large Senator
Cindy Aber. Aber actively support-
ed lowering the price of 8S-cent
Coke bottles on campus.
operates less as an organization
for major changes as it is "a com-
munication forum," among groups
and organizations. ShesaysASBSU
ensures a way for everything with-
in the university to cross paths.
. . Peacher says this semester
the Senate catered to clubs that
came to the group with requests
for certain funds. He believes the
Senate can function as an effec-
tive governing group only as much
as the entire student body is able
to put time into making it work.
French agrees, saying, "We're only
as effective as the people using
us."
"We're nothing without stu-
dents," Aber concludes.. "I try to
talk to as many students as I
can...Everyone in my major knows
I'm a senator."
ASBSUis made up of sevenAt-
Large Senators, seven senators
from individual colleges, and one
Graduate Senator. Eachsenator is
expected to attend the bi-weekly
meetings, as well as serve on com-
mittees and work on personal pro-
jects. "Committees we serve on
are a big part of what we do
here," French explains. Sheserves
on the Academic Grievance Board
Committee, the Faculty Course
Survey Committee, and the
Computer Governance Committee.
ASBSUsenators don't work for
salaries, but receive a monthly
stipend asa service award given to
campus leaders. Senators are
compensated for their duties to.
amount of $231 a month for seven
months. Christine Starr, ASBSU
president, makes $600 a month for
a full year. Vice-President Matt
Bott is paid $550 a month for
eleven months.
"1 believe we're far more
effective than what most people
give us credit for," Aber asserts.
. French [says] that
ASBSUoperates
less as an
organization for
major changes as
it is IIa
communication
forum" among
groups and
organizations.
At-Large Senator Nate
Peacherbelieves ASBSUshould aim
"to represent students as a whole
..and help unite the campus."
French agrees that ASBSU
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i'Thisclass is actually open to
anyone in the university, but most
people don't know about it
because it's not a regular catalog
course yet. It's only offered as a
emphasis on traditional
ways of thought that
were based on supersti-
tion and so on, for good reason,
but we also threw the baby out
with the .oath water," adds
Nagasundaram. "Some of our
well-developed abilities have
atrophied over the last few cen-
turies because we assodatethem
with 'old ways" of thought.
Unscientific. Superstitious.
Mumbo-jumbo and so on. But
during the last few years there's
been a resurgence of interest in
some of those issues."
Utilizing various techniques
such as role-playing, visualization
and other exercises, as well as
analysis of modern creative orga-
nizations, Nagasundaram's class
explores some of these issues
with the intention of stimulating
students to think in ways they
might not be used to. -
'1'he key things I'm trying to
bring up through this is, number
one, students discover they have
creative ability, and number two,
they must exercise that ability."
According to Nagasundaram
many different traits help define
a creative individual. Amongthe
most important is a willingness to
take risks.
"Taking risks means doing
something whose outcome is
unknown. Creativity means bring-
ing out something new which has
not been seen or made before,"
observes Nagasundaram. ''This
means taking risks, which means
risking failure. Whenever you do
something new you're risking fail-
ure."
But "the willingness to fail
without letting it discourage you
is one of the hallmarks of a cre-
ative person."
Aplayful attitude also seems
an important component in learn-
ing creativity .
"Children learn by playing.
We just call it 'playing' because
it's different from what adults
do," Nagasundaram notes.
"Playing often involves apparent-
Douglas Dana --. ly meaningless, aimless activity,but play actually involves experi-
mentation. Randomaction. That's
playfulness. "
Nagasundaram also suggests
practices students can use in their
own time to help develop their
creatiVity.
"In creativity, the key (com-
ponent) is the mind."
Nagasundaram asserts. ''The mind
is the source of ideas. Anything
that can help the mind will help
creativity. There is absolutely no
doubt that meditation has a
remarkable impact on the mind.
Being in a relaxed state (helps)
keep the mind open, free from
stress, so that it's free to think in
as many different ways as possi-
ble."
Aimed primarily toward stu-
dents preparing to enter today's
competitive business markets,
Nagasundaram stresses the
course's usefulness to students in
all areas of study.
I 6. news. ikllIII!rU998 J
Freshly squeezedcreative juices: just concentrate
Nagasundaram has been an
instructor at Boise State since
1994 and began teaching classes
in creativity development soon
thereafter. His interest in this
area reaches back nearly twenty
years when his uncle, a Ph.D. in
business, showed him a book by
Edward De Bono, a pioneer in the
field of creativity study.
According to
00 Nagasundaram, modern sod-
a-~ ety serves to discourage ere-
Nativity in adults, and there-....
1: fore steps must be taken to
~ counteract the process.
c "The scientific method
: has played a large role in
~~ shaping modem -civilization.
This means we've placed less
~
.•• modern
society serves to
discourage
.creativity in
adults, and
therefore steps
must be taken to
counteract the
process.
as an upper-division CISoffering.
lithe only prereqUisite I ask
for is a willingness to be open to
new ways of thinking."
At this time the university
only offers the class during the
fall semester, but Nagasundaram
believes sufficient student inter-
est could change that.
"For me the class is fun. It
has given me so much joy,espe-
cially because I've had somestu-
dents who have had some
remarkable breakthroughs dUring
the class, ".Nagasundaramsmiles.
"lf there's enough of a demand -
for it, I'd be glad to offe~it every
semester."
Any students interested in
enrolling in the class shouldcon-
tact 'Dr. Nagasundaramat 426-
3905, or visit his office in room
308 of the Businessbuilding.He
also encourages studentsto con-
tact him through e-mail at ris-
'murli@cobfac.idbsu.edu.
Sports Wrtlrrl:l-- ---J
Boise State ComputerInformationSystems(CIS)InstructorMurli
Nagasundaram is on a mission.
Hisgoal: to help students learn to
. become more creative.
But creativity IS inborn, not
learned, right? Not necessarily
says Nagasundaram, whose class
remains one of the only courses
on .the subject of creativity
development offered nationwide.
"There is a creative spark in
all of us, which gets suppressed
all the time," Nagasundaram
asserts. "We must do everything
possible to bring it out. "
"There is a
creative spark in
aUof us, which
gets suppressed
all the time,"
Nag~sundaram
asserts. "We must
do everything
possible to bring it
out."
special topic." Listed under the
information systems heading in
the Boise -State catalogue,
Naga$undaram suggests students
majoring in other areas not feel
dissuaded by the course's listing
...... - - ................. ~-... - .. _- ..... _---~----_ .. -.-
... -"'-----
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New space for life forms on campus
DoreenMartinek, _
NewsWrtterl _
Boise State's Biologydepart-ment will soon gain spaceto grow new life forms on
campus.
Dave Cooper, Manager of
Architectural and Engineering
Services for BSU, says the,
planned 1,800 sq. ft. structure is
"twice the size of the existing
, greenhouse;"
The general- contractor,
Guho Construction, recently'
began to ready the ground for
installation of an aluminum-
-framed, giass-paneled building
manufactured by Winandy Corp.
Plans include a brick base, simi-
lar to the greenhouse
currently in use.
Dr. Jim Munger,
chairman of the biology depart-
ment, says the new structure will
house five separate bays.
Different varieities of plant life
will reside in four of them, while
the fifth ~II contain space for
potting plants and a computer.
This greenhouse is "state of
the art," Munger says. "Plans
include devices for automatic
shading and fans which will turn
on automatically depending on
the need" for each bay. The tem-
perature and climate in each
area will also be controlled by
computer.
Graduate and undergraduate
students, as well as faculty, can
study tropical plants, desert-type
grasses, crusts and lichens, and
plants which form latex, in the
, different areas of the new green-
house.
Aportion of the native plant
area was removed to allow for
construction of the new green- ~
house. When the project is com- ~
pleted, a larger' space will be t:
, c:::
allocated for additional native ~
, ""plants, and will extend toward a ~
berm between the greenhouse ~
and the Multi-purpose Building. 0::,
Plans call for completion of
the project within 90-120 days.. Just add fertilizer: tractor clears space fora greenhouse to assist in thegrowth of biology
, students.
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Slipslidin' in the rain: Shaub tracks earth traumas .
Ma Sh b began gath- the forest covering the area helpful In Nicaragua dunngLast y, au . Hurricane Mitch.
ering data on the Lowman slides. burned. '. . .
Incorporating data' from local Shaub's research ~lhlowsB~er rtShaudb~etsdcnbesfhers:lfas a
agencies and field work Shaub to work closely Wit .' OISe. spo s an ou oors .anatlc, part
mapped the area onto a comput- National Forest, the U.S. of the reason she enjoys geogra-
er using a Geographical Geological Survey and t~e Rocky
Information System.The map will MlJuntains Research Station. She
then be compared to areas with emphasis the importance of such
similar geography to predict networking for students. "I~'s
where-a landslide may occur if been very valuable to work With
the agencies ... and learn the
knowledge they have gained over
the years." She adds that much
can be gained by working with
professionals conducting current
research, versus reading a library
book dated 1969.
While Shaubemphasizes that
her project represents only a
small start-up effort, she ulti-
mately hopes her efforts will
attract enough attention to Wilr-
rant additional research. She
believes that her information.
~ could prove useful in water-:e
~ shed and forest management
~ practices. An expansion on the
j study to include other branches
i;' of science, such as hydrology,
t=
could explain even more about
Shrub's meditations may help unmuddle the mysteries of mud, preventing a landslides, says Shaub. Such
build-up of gelatinous gumbo like this, near Lowman. information might have been
I.'
\"
I'
Jessi Loercb -, days. Graduate student
News Writer I Suzy Shaub recognized
'--------' that many of these land-
During the torrential rains of slides occurred in forested areasthe New Year's flood of1997 countless landslides which burned in 1989. Using this
crashed down hills in the Lowman as a beginning, Shaub began a
graduate thesis to attempt to
area. One buried the small town understand more clearly unpre-
of Banks; others washed out dictable and dangerous land-
roads, trapping residents and slides.
vacationers in McCall for several
While Shaub
emphasizes that her
project represents
only a small start-
up effort, she
ultimately hopes
her efforts will
attract-enough
attention to warrant
additional research.
phy. After graduation Shaub
would like to stay at BSU, but
realizes that job openings remain
unpredictable. Shealso hopes the
connection she has made with
locatagencies will help them rec-
ognize the potential of BSUstu-
dents for significant research and
possibly encourage funding for
other projects.
Native Americans still struggle for rights
"
rience to prepare traditional Native Indian foods. This
Jessi Loerch forces INC to organize events elsewhere. Pierce says she
"mWriler would love to hold the pow-wow on campus, but has not
Over a century ago Native Americans were battling as yet found a way to cut through Fine Host's monopoly
settlers who took over more and more of their land. They and restrictions.
fought to protect themselves against muskets and lead Pierce hasn't personally experienced discrimination at
balls. Today, Native Americans fight with new weapons: BSUbut she knows it exists. Misinformation seemsone of
words and law. They work to regain the homelands lost the main causes, especially misconceptions about the
nearly a hundred years ago, simultaneously struggling to amount of money going to Native Americans for education.
maintain their culture and preserve their identity while She points out that when Native Americans receive fund·
living within a white culture. ing for school they earn it, just like everyone else. She
Carmen Pierce, a PawneeNative American and feels that misconceptions and resentments such as these
president of the Intertribal Native Council at BSU, set up racist attitudes which have no basis in fact.
00 emphasizes the club's focus on promoting indige- "Native people have been treated as second-classcit-
~ nous culture to the students at BSU. She explains izens since contact," says Robert fh:Carl, anthropology
N that the cultural difference' between living on a professor at BSU.He cites broken agreements across the
~ reservation with full· blooded American Indians, or a nation, among many different tribes. Many nomadic
E primarily white urban university, leaves some Native groups, overcome by the numbers andweaponry of whites,
~ Americans feeling lost. But hosting cultural events moved farther and farther to the west. fh:Cart explains'
~ such as the yearly campus pow-wow can prove diffi· that at the time of Europeancolonization, hundreds of dif·
~ cult. All food served at BSUvenues must be pre- ferent tribes, all unique, lived in America. Each reacted
~ pared by Fine Host, which does not have the expe- differently to the Influx of white settlers, but all met them
~ .ir>: ::1 if I ,-;~ ,,~:~:,¥:fJ:t,hi~~L'.. ;".. .,,« • , ..
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but feels, "While the intention was benevolent, it was 19805 in the Owyhee canyon lands, which would have
taken to extremes." He says this was a sad time for bombed graves and historic battle sites. Manning explains
Native Americans; "A lot of families were hurt".. that while the range sits only 30 miles from the reserva-
..Additionally, many Indian children who were adopted tion and obviously affects the Shoshone-Piautes, they
, , "et with their tribes of origin. . were not invited to the table to discuss the issue. The
me things haven't changed even over a cen- tribe still considers the land theirs because the treaties
Manning, former tribal chair for the Duck which would have given it to the American government in
tipn, points out, "We're stereotyped so the 1860s were never ratified. Additionally, the area
r ~C~rl agrees ''There is a tremendous holds spiritual significance for the tribes, especially as
SCo~,rion about native people." one of the few natural areas which remains as it was. But "
despite this Manning says, "We were Qeing ignored in the
entire process." Sonic booms began scaring people,
breaking windows and knocking pictures from their walls.
The tribe took a stand and filed a suit against the United
States government. After several compromises, the range
planning excluded the canon lands.
The Couer d'Alene Indian tribe recently won a set-
tlement returning control of the lower one-third of Coeur
d'Alene lake to them. Slowly, some land is being returned
to the original owners.
Native Americans still struggle to maintain their
quality of life. On some reservations the poverty level
reaches 60 percent. Alack of both jobs and proper edu-
cation contributes to the problem. Some Idaho reserva-
-tions are working to face these issues by creating public
schools which give children the chance to learn in a more
culturally-appropriate style, including language classes.
Duck Valley's ranchers have also been successful, helping
to bring money into the tribe. .
And based on his experience working with the
Shoshone Piautes on the Dl,JckValley Indian reservation
McCarl reports, "People who live on the reservations have
the same problems as everybody else ... Yet at the same
time native people have a spiritual and community sense
that helps them smooth out the lows and the highs. "
.!!!lericans still struggle to
1lIi'jh{; 'Iity of life. On
poverty
t. A lack of
':~R%
cation
em':,
Seeingwith four legs: coping with a
dark world of fur and dog-lovers
Doreen Martinek ..,....-_ could have hit. me.
Rhoda is trained to
Homstad explains.
Rhoda also leads Homstad
around pillars, furniture, peo-
ple', and other objects that
might block her way. Most·
importantly, Rhoda saves
Homstad from falling down
stairs or into holes dug in side-
walks, streets, or pathways
where she is walking.
Whenever Rhoda sees dan-
ger she blocks Homstad's way,
forcing her to stop.
"Rhoda is a working dog,"
Homstad comments. "Some
people don't understand that.
They distract her when we're
walking, by' talking to her or
petting her. " Homstad says this
NewsWriler _
Boise State student RoxeHomstad needs specialassistance to help her get
to school and around campus.
Rhoda, her seeing-eye dog, fits
the bill.
Rhoda takes Homstad
safely from home to school and
back again, stopping at cor-
ners, stairs, and anywhere else
she' feels might endanger her
owner.
"One day I was crossing
the street, when Rhoda got in
front of me and made me back
up to the sidewalk again. A car
had made an illegal turn and
"Rhoda is a
working dog,"
Homstad
comments.
"Some people
don't understand
that. They
distract her
when we're
walking, by
talking to her or
petting her."
watch out for things like that,"
:;l
(l)
~
C'"
~...,.'c
~
'(l)
3g..,
.!'J
Ignore when on duty. Rhoda requires
concentration when seeing for two.
.,
.;
•
...... T' .~- '",'- ~-
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theY ~re taught "intelligent or
deliberate dlsobedience," the
skill which teaches them to
block their owner's path when
danger lies anead.
As a wcirking guide dog
. Rhoda acts as Homstad's eyes.
It becomes difficult for Rhoda
to do her job effectively if dis-
tracted by passersby. Homstad
asks those who Wishto pet her
to a~kfirst before touching, or
talkmg to her dog or any other
guide dog.
"It distracts her from her
work. She will get a correction
from me, and it's your fault,"
Homstad insists. "Askfirst."
16·months they attend guide
dog school to learn skills
enabling them to lead their
attached ...
''We learn how to make it
sit, stay, and wait. It's kind of
like a video car simulation
when you're learning to
drive," Homstad recalls.
People spend about two days
learning the basic commands
with Juno before each gets
assigned his or her own dog.
Another 26 days are spent at
the school to allow students
and dogs time to train togeth-
er.
Potential guide dogs go to
a puppy raiser when they are
eight weeks old, to learn basic
obedience and socialization
skills, Homstad says, At 14 to
cial training classes to learn
the best way to help each
other. Potential owners prac-
can prove frustrating for her-
sett and her canine compan-
ion, because it impedes their
progress.
Homstad met Rhoda at
guide dog school in San Rafael,
CA. "It's the best one in the
country," she believes, out of
the 14 schools nationwide.
"It's scary," to finally get a
dog, even after going through
training to learn how to con-
trol [her]," Homstad states.
"Ail of a sudden there's this
extra person in your life to be
responsible for and you're
afraid to fail."
Dogs and those who hope
to become owners attend spe-
"[Attention]
distracts her from
her work. She will
get a correction
from me, and it's
your fault, "
. Homstad insists.
As a working guide
dog Rhoda acts as
Homstad's eyes. It
becomes difficult
for Rhoda to do her
job effectively if .
distracted by
passersby.
\'
"
future owners "forward, back-
ward, left, right, how to go up
escalators or into elevators,"
she explains. That is where
tice on "Juno," a pretend dog,
a roued-ep piece of fleece
with a collar and leash
g\feKeys
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Pregnant?
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FREE.
Pregnancy test
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This week's episode: Conspiracies
or the truth is out there, ..sort of.
Ira Amyx & Dale Slack ment; and where can
l'Allumnists ' I you get the best price?
'------ Well goofy gander,
Well it's last Wednesday, right here with Dale and Ira!and it's a good day uotess CONSPIRACYTHEORIES.you were John F. This' world of ours is a lot
Kennedy 34 years ago; then like the Bible; you can read any
you've been dead for two days! hidden message or plan into it.
We'are assuming that you're not, Conspiraciesappear everywhere,
and that you would like to know from the little old Bircher lady
who we are: who won't put on a bra before
, I'm Ira, gun dealer, book checking both cups for Commies,
depositer, assassin, grassy knoll, to the guy who sells Subway
former Governor of Texas, smart Sammiches and mistakes mes-
, shopper and lone-nut. sages from the Space Brothers
I'm Dale. for something that could be eas-
Thirty.four years ago Lee ily cured with Lithium. But the
Har,veyOswald, the Cubans, the bigger conspiracy, the real one, '
CIA,L.BJ., the Republicans, the is the conspiracy against those
Mafia, Jerry Fallwell or some who believe in conspiracy thee-
i, combination thereof ended the ries. Why is it that anyone who
life of our dear young, handsome, steadfastly refuses to believe
philandering, wavy-haired presi- that Lee Harvey Oswald, acting
dent, J.F.K. Who did it? Do you alone, shot and killedJohn F.
know?About the only person we Kennedy is a nut? It must be a
can discount is anyone born after conspiracy!
that date, and even they're sus- For years Dale's grandpa has
pect! The result has been thirty· been convinced that Jewish
four years of torturous wondering bankers (and bakers) have been
over which conspiracy theory putting Ytterbium into, our pre-
holds true. In a world of technol· cious fresh-water supply to kill
ogy and suspicion, we are forced the minds of our children. Well
to answer these questions for theorists, if you're reading this,
ourselves; who and what can you here's our list of conspiracy the-
trust, who's telling the truth and ories, their eventual proof or
who can give it to us at the best denia,l and what they're all
price? Answers: you can trust us, about.
not the Christian, right; we're
telling the truth, not the govern-
f'
The Martin Luther King
Assassination:
FACTS: The C.I.A. got
hold of a speech
MLKwas
..
OpllllOn' ,
planning to deliver in -Atlanta
later that week in which he was
going to urge young black men
not to go to Vietnam. They had
him shot and set up James Earl
Ray,a clueless cracker, as a patsy.
VERDICT: Still possible.
Conspiracies appear
everywhere, from
the little old Bircher
lady who won't put
on a bra before
checking both cups
for Commies, to the
guy who seus Subway
Sammiches and '
mistakes messages
from the Space
Brothers for
something that could
.be easily cured with
Lithium.
Flouride- Tool
of Communism:
FACTS: A few years ago, the
government began to put flouride
in our water supplies under the
pretext that it helped build
strong teeth. Popular theory had
it that the flouride was a mind-
control drug being used by
Communists.
VERDICT: This theory proved
popular until people discovered
that the grey item between their
ears was meant to be used in the
thinking process. Soon they dis-
covered the truth: flouride helps
build strong teeth. ,
Black Helicopters : and
Cattle Mutilations:
FACTS: Helen Chenoweth's
loopier constituents were con-
vinced that unmarked black U.N.
helicopters were abducting their
cattle and turning them inside-
out.
VERDICT: They still think
this, and nation-wide Helen
Chenoweth remains a joke _for
'having brought it up on the House
floor.
Reflectors: Satan's' Secret
Tool
FACTS: Those little plastic
reflectors on the back of stop
signs are there to aid in a night-
time takeover by U.N. Troops. A
small town in Montana actually
got a court order to remove
them.
VERDICT: Aside from several
drunk and elderly people running
into invisble Stop signs, nothing
, came of it. We should all be
thankful those concerned citizens
took those relfectors off!
The Soviet Union is Still a
Threat!
FACTS: According to callers
to Art Bell and The' Prophecy
Club, the U.S.S.R. coup was a
fake. The Communists
are .still in
power
De(ember~1998., --_
and waiting to invade us any day.
VERDICT: It's true! Just look
at who they've chosen to lead
them! A drunken cheery old man
with incontinence and digestive
difficulty. It's true!
C.I.A.,and LS.D.
FACTS: The C.I.A.set up fake
whorehouses with two-way mir-
rors. Unsuspecting johns were
slipped mickies laced with LSD.
Their behavior was monitored.
Also, unsuspecting army privates
were recruited for a drug test.
VERDICT: In the late seven-
-ties/early eighties the c.'I.A.
admitted that it did, in fact do
this. The Sandoz corporation,
inventorsof the WonderDrugthat
WorkedWonders, has receipts to
provethat the C.I.A.ordered mil-
lionsof doses.
Closely Related to Number
6: The C.I.A..and L.D.S.
FACTS:The Mormon church
set up fakewhorehousesthrough-
out Salt Lake with such dever
titles as Moan-rani and Poly-
gimmea beer. They slipped
unsuspecting church members
who frequented the establish-
ments caffeine and watched
them go absolutely nuts. They
filmed the results and now use
them as recruitment films.
VERDICT: No one has admit-
ted to this yet, but we wonder.
.
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Freemasons
FACTS: Freemasons killed
Kennedy and will take over our
government someday. The facts
to support it are many. In
Freemason Prophecywritings it is
said that they will rule when
three things happen: 1. Matter
will be destroyed (the Atomic
Bomb) 2.A great Catholic ruler
will be murdered (JFK) 3.
Material from the moon will be
brought to 'earth (Freemason
John Glenn brought some back)
in that order. Further evidence:
Dealey Plaza where JFKwas shot
lies on the 33rd degree paralell.
33 is a sacred number to the
Masons.
VERDICT: Dale doesn't
believe it! Nope, not him. And if
any Freemasons are reading this,
he'd love to join! He's very quiet,
loyal and can keep his mouth
shut. He'd love to join! Really. If
you could pass on word, he'd
appreciate it. Freemasonryopens
such doors! Please?
The president is only
a figurehead,
covering for the
truth that the U.S.
has been run by the
preserved brain of
Harry S. Truman •••
Dave Thomas and Complete
Media Takeoverl
FACTS:Last year, over two
million college students got bet-
ter reception on their TVs by
placing used Wendy's hamburger
wrappers around their antennae.
The - gristle found in Wendy's
chicken sandwiches has been
detected as tracking devices for
fast food fans world-wide! And
frosties: you ever wonder why
..
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the chocalate separates into two
different colors"of brown? This
two-toned tool of terror is creat-
ed for the Japanese kids who
have electronic toiletsl So there!
. VERDICT: It's true, all of it!
Ira used to work there and that
faint taste of urine in the chili,
well it's not longer a mystery to
you as to why he was fired!
Everyone should have a
plethora of personally believed
conspiracies! Especially if you
have kids, you can use them as
bedtime stories to keep the tikes
in line. Ameaty conspiracy theo-
ry can also take the place of a
good pick-up line, eulogy or soci-
ology paper!
Ira has conspiracy theories,
but they're all true! 'The follow-
ing rant is full of facts my
friends, all true, don't doubt it,
or the ToothFfairywill visit you
tonight, even if you have lost all
your teeth, and the Tooth Fairy
will have a toilet plunger and a
-
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Double Tree Hotel, ParkCsn~r Blvd.
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$10.00 at the door ~
Need info.? i
call 343-9039 after 6:00 pm !
pumpkin seed, he'll have a
healthy appetite for destruction!
First off, women aren't real,
trust me! Dogyears aren't real!
Butter wrappers are out to mock
you, tear your soul apart and
spiritually rape you. Nothing
really smells, it's all a facade,
the non-scents nonsense, they
are tricking you! Don't buy into
it. Plums have a soul, don't eat
'em! The thing about breasts
is...
All right, Ira that's enough!
Dale has no conspiracy THE-
ORIES.Theyire all proven factsl
The Trilateralist Commission is
real, and controls the price of
celery. The president is only a
figurehead, covering for the
truth that the U.S. has been run
by the preserved brain of Harry"
S. Truman since the late fifies.
Our salaries are frozen because
of Communist infiltration into
The Arbiter funds! Those plastic
alien heads on suckers, key
Features_n,
All Drinks $2 - 4pm till
Closing
ONLY ON lWOSDAYS
1326ll1:oa6Nay 1tIe.
13 .....1
chains, t-shirts and television are
being put there by the aliens so
we think they're friendly and lov-
able, and we'll resist less when
they try to take ove~.Kennedy is
not really dead. A plastic life:
sized dummy was exchanged for
him in front of Beckley Avenue
before the limosine turned into
DealeyPlaza. He's living in Aruba
with MarylinMonroe and Colonel
Sanders. They're 'sippingmai-tais
with Henry Kissingerand...
WISDOM NUGGET:
Whydoes Rice play Texas?
-John F. Kennedy
You might be a
yuppie if:
If the last time you ate at
the McDonald's it was with
Barbara and Tom, the Boston
McDonalds.
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"R~gistering early and the
tutoring perques I think are
unfair," explains ': art student
Daniel Bates. "But I can ·under·
stand the scholarships. I just got
a photography scholarship, and
that's essentially the same thing.
.. I guess they do bring money to
the university." .
In reality, most BSU sport
programs operate in the red.
Football, women's basketball
volleyball and all other men's and
.women's sports marked up a total
$1.38 million defi . .
Mo
ba
pa,
con
kee
fun
arshi- \were~
vided \
average professor's earnings of tion~ a\
$60,000 annually. grams .
Add to these bucks for brawn losse~,in;
all. the special student services And
athletes are exclusively entitled $1.2mf
to, and the result represents a funds 'an'
heavy dose of academic inequali' athletic
ty. While most students must attempt"to
arrange for private tutors or . letic learn
.dep,.~ftmental assistance for extra sport pa~i'
sch.olastic help, players reap the she was dliL
benefits of special academic advi· ment of tn;A
sors, tutors and a high·tech learn- trouble in.i.lrr
... ing center, all conveniently each undef9
~ located adjacent to the Pavilion. to pay from\t~
~ And when it comes time to fees doesn.'t g'
E register for classes,athletes also to. every ~i.
.j~njoy the privilege of bypassing. month's homeL .
•~all the.lin.es,tak~ng first pick of out,lea~ng seve:
<l!!coursesamonth madvance '. dents Wlthoudhfa .'- .. .' .,. ,." . ..' _. ," .- .,..-,' .,.
.He., thai. giant suckilli i<1ul)d across campus! PeI11apsIt's tIiiiBronco Stalil~in SIphoning .~. 'We get pafd to ptaYVllllej· • scalPing b~C. nt an'• . ;. , . , off f~nds f,om academfc departments. . : ',.-.' . ':.. .." :;; ball, That ISmy Job. The universf· o~ersas ,h.gb as $70 e.ach forIU "." Ii : ., '.." ),y,.,;,:".;,: ""f";", :>,tY Just wants to make sure I can tickets flooded the bulletin
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Brains versus
. eartssa Woff _
11m Edilor_' _
Michael Jordan receives $6.5
million a year for shooting hoops
and running across a gym floor.
r.,
r t~'/
. '~rids
legeS. The
.:&fexample,
/ . Jon last year,
s of Engineering
. dences both utilize
.7 million yearly.
~., sinvolved with sports also
:!)' ep the scholarship category,
tj/ receiving more tuition freebies
than any other group. Athletes
average $6,400 yearly scholar,
ships, while the few university
academic scholarships average
about $750.
And unlike most university
activities such as debate or the-
ater-which require students to
pay for portions of their travel
expenses to conferences and com-
petitions-players receive several
all-expenses paid trips a year for
a total of $722,753 in travel
expenditures.
Athletes aren't the only ones
demlc
nequallty or
university prestige?
Vice-President of Finance
and Administration, Buster Neel,
says the enormous amount spent
'"".~ . ,,' .,. ,., •. l' ~... - 'i'. ~. ,'. ',.' I
.' I'
Playing in the red
Surroundingthe
smurf-birf lives an'
entity that
consumes more
money than several
colleges combined, ,
dumptna an average
of $25,000 dollars
tnto each student
athlete whtle the
university provtdesa
ltttle over $2500 per
student tn
tnstructlonal
support.
! [ IlemDberU998 (over 15 ---
the;; big bucks proves no contest
ments dominate the university's
list of fixer-uppers this y~ar.
Repairs to the Pavilion, Bronco
Stadium, soccer complex and
physical education annex are
estimated at more than $2.4 mil-
lion, easily exceeding the cost of
all other campus upkeep projects
combined.
And while the university
fights to prevent sport complex
roofs from falling, the Associated
Students of BSU rally to keep
Bronco spirit alive.
In an effort to heighten ath-
letic pride and allow the football
team to shine, ASBSU spends
more than' $15,000 on
Homecoming awareness activi-
ties each year. Slightly less than
, the Martin Luther King Jr.
Celebration, this amount repre-
sents the second biggest chunk of
non-administrative student activ-
ity expenditures.
.2l Many students and advisors
~ find this liberal appropriation
~ odd when club and organizations
l have to fight long and hard for a
~ $1000 club budget maximum.
Vl
~
~ In defense of the
heroes'
port and donations from people
who otherwise would have
ignored the university as a chari-
table cause altogether. Though
Neel says it's impossible to mea-
sure the exact amount this sup-
port amounts to, it does operate
as a means ' " 9vj~ing prestige
for the " ~.n the
teams d'
Lifestyles of the rich and famous? Student fees pay for a
weight and exercise facility open only to athletes.
boards.
Still, Neel says it's not like
the university robs its students
for the benefit of the athletes.
The $65 each student pays to the
department is one of the highest
mandatory fees, but meets little
~." pos\tion in the budget process.
nually,. administrators wet-
I",!-<" """"lme student input at fee appro-
IV~_"J' m',"'. tion hearings, and each year
"'''i", ;;''''''~'"
or'!l~,a handful of students show
to\~:~oice .their concerns about
wh~O!their money goes.
e' {!~'t is a very open process,:'
Neekl'lotes of student fee deci-
'si~~~:{~IINothingis hidden . . . If
you'~sagree with decisions,
therec~ , the opportunity to get
invol( \/1
t
;
t-
Y
e
't \
..•. t
e;
If:
v\
do hold some lever-
mining what's fun-
orts programs, but
m is implemented
cilities sometimes
osts, which then
,ersity to draw
apital improve-
,not only does
~ment swim in
, " rof funds, but
~~1:."::'·11 ~~ts to spend
d more maintaining their facilities
)r than any other on campus.
in ' Athletic facility improve"
The $7.5 million spent,
support athletic and the e:
funds needed to maint~i; I
facilities and patron support ,
entirely a lost cause insists Neel.
"It's always hard to measure
imput, but athletics gets the
publicity. That's one mechanism
that is public relations for the
university," he asserts.
Communication professor
and culture scholar Marty Most
notes that, "There are some peo-
ple in this community who would
have never stepped past the
Pavilion on campus, but very
much feel like a part of the uni-
versity. "
As a result, sports draws sup-
aspir'e'
fessor Peter
Americans' obs~ss10
letics.
"Every culture [has an hero~''''·
ic figure]. In a way, I'm glad they-
don't do that with a warrior'
class, " Most notes.
Sports also "reintergrates us
into society. It gives us an ideal-
ized view of what society should
be," Lutze explains.
Most says athletics do this by -
reinforcing cultural values. As
not sports""
Athletes are furi •
sacrifice their l:iodies t<lt
versity. "
,oit
-,
"
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Get ready to rumble~~ot
Lesleigh Owen but their rear wind-
Columnist shields to the celebration
S
ome people 'found out from of athletics and politics. I
never knew the Treasure Valley
" watching television. .Some.
. from their radios. Many seem had so much energy. Or people.
to have some kind of internal radar. The entire experience was
Me, I learned about' the almost spiritual, or it would ,have
BroncoslVandals game while been, if one little thought ha '
motoring down University Drive at kept reoccurring: I've at
dozens of r,allies in the"
4:45 on Saturday, November21.
Duringthe ten minutes it took diversity and equality.
me to et· from the SUB to took a sporting event
BrOadWaygAVenUe,I saw more pee- ' ~he7wonder of a half·hour tra
pie crammed within those few Jam.G
small blocks than populate my t; urnoentire hometown. Blueand orange, h
yellow and green waves of humani- fg,at h, Ive u
ty ebbed and flowed .mto the I t
street; eddying around the.bun- .a er th
dreds of cars. Broncott)~! more, an
scraped fenders, gr lca 'm three zel~s a~ter th
bumped legs, shi • th pie screaml~g ~nt~ ,
logo "B.S. = YOU ast ";i\'J.;,traffl~;~a,. Rall~es one...
windshields. Sports-t,.,t Railles-none.\
As an optimist, I chose to View. PbIUQ~,:yn~;, i P,g~1 I,ex~ri-
my thirty minute delay as an wei- e,ncedyet,,\ hurst of l~spI~a-
come intermission between tl~n. ,Ifthe p :~;~!ZferspIraling
appointments. As traffic inched pIgskinSto ~aIlYlng\' ..nimum
forward on Broadway, 1 rediscov- wa~~. for mlgr~nt fa+'h,"~,o~.~~~k
ered the small pleasures in life:,;j~:·~hY, no\ find a, ~~,tto.~m-
window shopping from the driverl$;y,b~,!1/tne.two. Dam~l~flf
seat, studying the pattern mywi'" ~i~~calli49,!i;~"~
shield' wipers made in the rain, ,,%\\1 m of t h
scanning the. bumper stickers dut- hfl VQ~erapat ,
tering the rear windshield of the ~'N~~~'o! ItS
car in front of me. There's nothing stltuen;Pl
like spending thirty minutes (or have ~~ , ,
1800 seconds 'as I seem to remem. Combining v ng WIth athletICS
Qer it) readi~g such gems as: ''The seems our first order ,of business:
ConservativeWayis the RightWay" Remember the gubernatonal
"Don't Blame Me! I Vot~d ~nd senatorial debate~ held at BSU
Republican,'~ "You've Just Been JUs~" before the elections?
Vandal-ized!", plus a couple Poh~lclansdebated at BSUto a'live
of Nike stickers thrown in for aUdlence
h
of a d
co . variety. two or t ree
,~ Public apathy' PSHAW'I the debates from their tel
N thought. What an' inSPirati~n sets., ~hat were the~ ~litidansl
~ to experience the clogging of publiCItymanagers thinking?
~ Broadway, Avenue by 'folks . .If you ask me, the number of
C who could have stayed snug in ?udlence members woul~ ha~e
~ their cO'rl homes. These pas- Increased a ~housandfol~ If we,d
~ sionate people have not only d,ressed Stallings and ,SImpsonIn
.::c dedicated their afternoons tIght Spandex and POinted them
~ , rI !
cations as possible. As emcee,
Governor Batt fires the starting
pistol. Meanwhile, crafty state
workers place roadblpcks in the
racers' paths, drop glass shards on
the track and supply erroneous
directions whenever the driyers
as~ for help, Governor Batt person:
ally hands a $276 welfare check to
the one who submits the most
applications in the least amount of
time. ' '
Students of African descent,
bald Hayden, Lakers and a
sing game with a symbolic soc-
ball. Idaho Women's Network
us some Southern Baptist men,
g kick the can. Cock fights
red by Dan and Helen. The
,/'control of 'Ii~geem endless. '
pills! Me a'tlelieve that no one has
~rle latched onto this idea before.
insu~~e P9IiCl Audiences, .activists, athletes-
Viaga'~~ everyone's a winner. Everyon- and
'pay fOrit, but w the PillI" . off-campus organization would
I don't M'6w' 't4.!w't,,,~%~Qj9Ythe chance to qualify for the
that woul(folfi~llY l)v.thet••4Y,r!ds currently and exclusively
mood for sonJ r lJI1Wlin' allocated to the athletic depart-
bj{ween Planned ment. Sure, a few die-hards might
daho Family resist at first, but the rest of us
Not that the have grown tired of suffering the
,.tw those two effects of this segregation
sparkfthe last legislative between politics and athletics.
Just imagine representa- Our two groups could benefit
rom these two organizations a lot from one another. We
~ourtyard with croquet mal- activists could profit from athlet-
~ve lets.J)'; on the green with golf ics' popularity and finandal sup-
II?r"",1"w",",,, .,' "I''''''''''iW(.~ clubs 'n better, we could round port. while ,ath~etes c~uld gain a
, I'gonna smea'R>lrk:sprettr'fo/u. ne masked members of sense of pnde In helpmg create a
<boyifaceall over the arena! He armed Parenthood, nine masked better world for all our children. In
learn tonight that battin' those ers, a goal, some ice and eigh- metaphorically joining hands
lashes and flashin' that movie star teen hockey sticks. Instead of a across the Smurf Turf, the stadium'
smile ain't gonna win himany more puck, though, they c swish a transcends the limited vision of
v. Wade those who designed it for mere
the ice. No entertainment purposes. No longer
rred fun and action. a haven for giant foam fingers and
when I'm done!" Audience participation encour- hotdog vendors, the BSUstadium'
"Thankyou, BigBadBob.Now, aged. becomes a symbol of peace, fra-
over here I see Pretty Boy Dirk. My personal favorite would ternity and goodwill.
Dirk, what are your thoughts on probably be the Welfare Radng Score!
the, the, windblown hair, um, I Competition. We supply welfare
.mean health care? Yeah. Anyway, recipients with a car, along with
how do you feel about Big Bad orders to submit as many job appli-
~,.!I ~,.I!. :' j • ; \ I. 'if' I I' I I i ~r" l I l ) I I
toward the wrestling mats. Or hey,
why not just strip down, slip into a
mud pit and start slingingsome lit-
eral slop? Strip, slip' and sling.
Soundslike we got ourselves a new
triatblon, folks. Add a self· right"
*"'*'1 ........ announcer and a couple of
Tennessee accents, and we'd win
over millions of J Springer
rming all
t them
action.
ter than a
oro-Wrestling.
.f"
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Girl talk----
Damon Hunzeker __ -,--_.....-__ pened to my aunt.
Clllumnisl 1 Anyway, I just had to talk
L.EWINSKY:Hi, Linda. This is to a friend. You know howMonica. . I've been. blowing the Presidentfor a year?Well, \think I'm in lovewith him.
TRIPP:Oh, hi. Hang on just a
minute. TRIPP: Wait. Say that again-the
first part. Speak clearly and slow- .
LEWINSKY:Wh~t was that noise? ' ly•.
LEWINSKY: Oh. Yeah. That.
TRIPP:~ I was just ,.. urn ...
h
. Happened. To, My. Aunt.
scratc mg.·
LEWINSKY:Oh, because it sound- 'TRIPP: Not that part! After that,
after that!
ed like a tape machine. You're
not recording me, are you? LEWINSKY: About blowing the
President? Well, I just said I've
been doing it for a year, and I
think he wants to marry me. He
said he loves me.
TRIPP: Of course not. I had to get
. my ... hip replaced by a ... an
eight-track stereo ... and when I
scratch myself, the tape some-
times goes forward to the next- TRIPP" Oh -.• ,come on,
LEWINSKY: Oh, yeah.' That hap- . When did he say this?
Monica.
LEWINSKY: Who was that? It LEWINSKY: That doesn't even
sounded like Bill. make sense.
LEWINSKY:Lots of times. Usually
about five minutes before I left.
He would look down at me and
say, "Oh, I love that." He calls me
"that" for some reason. He's so
cute with his Pet names. So then
he would zip up his pants a few
seconds later, which is our secret
code. When he zips uphis pants,
it means he wants to be with me
forever.
TRIPP: No, it was my ... neighbor. TRIPP: Oh, yeah? Well, shuttup.
Phil. He has one of those. phlegm-
ridden voices like the President. LEWINSKY:Oh, yeah? Well, shutt-
up.
LEWINSKY:Yeah, I love that voice ..
It always sounds like he's whisper- TRIPP:Are you copying me again,
ing. It's 50000 sexy. Monica?
. TRIPP: It's not sexy. It's gross. LEWINSKY:Are you copying me
again, Monica?TRIPP: Hold on. Someone's at the
door. LEWINSKY: Oh, yeah?· Well
you're gross. TRIPP:This is stupid.
TRIPP: You think so, huh?You just
think you're so cool, Monica.
Well, for your information, I'm
ten times cooler than you.
(Muffled voices: You have to
leave, Bill ... But why? I'm on
the phone with Monica But I
love you,' Linda ... Me, too. We'll
be together, just not yet ... But
you're still my cuddly gorilla;'
aren't you? ... Yes. Goodbye,
Bill.)
LEWINSKY:This js stupid.
TRIPP: Goodbye. Call me tomor-
row after you're matured a little.
LEWINSKY:Prove it ... jerk LEWINSKY: Goodbye. Call me
tomorrow after-
TRIPP: OK,'!'m back.
TRIPP: I'll prove it, alright. I'll
prove it straight up your ass. tC.liCK. )
Classic rivalry proves how adult adults can act
Asencion RdIIlirez, _
CllIUDIni!I,_~ _
Isn't if funny how our perspectives change with age?Rights of passage, privileges of age and the angry firesof rivalry lose their luster and importance as the nights
grow longer and the days shorter. Vandal fans came into
. our town and their alumni came out of the Ada County
woodwork to provide a reminder of why. football remains
just a game. Yeswe lost, but this isn't about excuses for
guys who played and called a strong game, It's about
what happens on the sidelines, in the stands and in the
city.
I grew up thinking there was something romantic
about rivalries, violent exchanges, getting even and set-
...tling scores. Yes, I watched too much television as a child
i..and didn't read enough of the right books. Thinking about
. those legendary rivalries now brings about a singular con-
clusion: the Capulets and Montagues, Hatfields and
McCoys, Bloods and Crips, the Perez and the Lunas;
they're all dead. It ought to ,be a t-shirt slogan, "Death:
It's not a lot offun."
Vandal backers started by pouring into town Friday
and trying to get BSU'sgoat. Copies ofthe Argonaut, U of
l's student paper, began mysteriously appearing around
campus. Hidden in Argonaut cover stories were jabs
about how much better Idaho compares to BSU as an
institution. Well sure, shouldn't they? After all, Idaho has
been .around longer than the Broncos. They are a land
grant school with a cozy jumpstart provided by the fed-
eral government. They should.be a better university
because, along with ISU, they get extra state money.
At one point, Joe Vandal decided to
come over to the BSUsideline and
show Buddy Bronco what It takes to
be a real man. Two times, Vandal
took Buddy Bronco to the ground
WWF style.
Are they the better school? Maybe, but now BSU's
got an engineering faculty. Perhaps in the near tornor-
rows we'll obtain a law school too. The money is in this
town; so's the ambition and the room to grow. Let them
keep the agriculture, if they want it.
Saturday, the sidelines and the mascots of the two
schools provided another look at the lack of character of
the Vandals. At one point, Joe Vandal decided to come
over to the BSUsideline and show Buddy Bronco what it
takes to be a real man. Two times, Vandal took Buddy
Bronco to the ground WWF style. The young lady in the
BSU mascot costume later spoke angrily about this
assault, but added that Joe Vandal had seemed like such
a nice guy out of costume. It sounds too much like the
same words said about a lot of 'nice guys' before they get
some alcohol in their systems.
Vandal fans in the stadium supplied the same kind of
class as their mascot: none. TYpical of the U of I style,
that university released their student earlier in the week
for an extended Thanksgiving break, ensuring they would
have time to flood our city with their presence. Fair
enough-they simply have a better knack for planning.
However, they could have been better guests. In
1996 a brawl involving U of I fans reportedly shut down
Chili's on Broadway. At the end of the last game, the
upper deck of Bronco Stadium was full of battling hooli-
gans. I'll acknowledge it takes two to tango, but it
takes stupidity to swagger, brag and taunt in a hos- :;i
tile environment. I'll
All those activities are over now and will soon a-
be forgotten. One hopes that next year the only ~
ones who remember those insults and injuries are ;,
those who wear pads and helmets. Let the score get @
settled between the sidelines, not on the streets. 3g
Let those who find this rivalry most important, the ..,r-
football players, settle the argument while the rest -"
-0
of concentrate on what's important-education. cg
" . .; I
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Credit cards for Christ
To the Editor:
TIs' the season for consumerism.
During this time of year many people
go to the grand shopping mall.and buy for
Christ. I'suppose for many this cannot be
.\
avoided BUTthere is something that is
possible to avoid if you are aware. I speak
of the many products made by oppressed
labor. Nike is a good example; When you
buy products made by oppressed laborycu
are supporting bleeding hands without an
education. If you buy products made' by .
oppressed labor, you are supporting young
single mothers who live beyond our com-
prehension at the .poverty level. Nowhow
would Christ feel about that1 Bysupporting
oppressed· labor you are also supporting
the elite, the ones who will be eating fat
of the hog this season, while their workers
are making up to 25 cents a day and in
some cases less. These workers also work
in the most inhumane conditions, comple'
mented with labor hours that. consist of
the hours'of daylight. .
It is traditionally thought that Christ
was a pauper and gave to the poor. Yet
during this time of year millions of doUars
are spent by the consumer in His name,
De(ember Z, 1998----·1
millions of products that are made by the
poor, millionsof products that are made by
SLAVELABOR.-
So this season, before you make your
offering of gifts, think before you buy,
maybe go for -something artistic, or even
better yet go to the independent business
to purchase a gift. When you support your
local merchant you are in a sense robbing
from the big guy and more than likely you
are not supporting oppressed labor. You
may also be sending a universal message
that it is a HUMANRIGHTfor all people to
have food and shelter, 'especially those .
who live in a ThirdWorldcountry. Youalso .
may put a damper on the big corporate
pocket.
Donot give in to materialism.
Donot support oppressed labor.
Assist in crashing the caste system.
Help crush Capitalism.
And remember what Christ would do.
WouldChrist help the poor or would Christ .
help the rich?
Happy Seasons,
LoriGibbs
Atheist
Self-responsibility means
accepting life's challenges
Phyllis Sawyer quickly, they also caused
Direc!or, Boise Sidle Unims.illWeliness Cenler I heart problems in many
__ --J of the users.
Itseems that every day we read Credit cards provide anotherabout some new 'fix' for example.' They may allow con-. behaviors we are trying to sumers to buy what they want
maintain or change. But the one when they want, but irresponsible
problem none of the fixes" ever use of them can cause consumers
seem to address is the concept of to incur insurmountable debt.
self-responsibility, especially Self-responsibility is often a' .
when it is likely that some difficult concept to grasp because
. ~ degree of self-responsibility we live in a society that increas-
..- is the best 'fix' of all. ingly allows us to place the blame
N~
~ The combination of diet on others for events that take
E drugs known as Fen·Phen, place in our lives.
~ which were pulled off the Accepting the concept of
'; market last year, offer a self-responsibility means not
2 good example of a quick .fix 'allowing ourselves to slip into that
~ gone bad. While the drugs old mind-set of always blaming
IE helped people lose weight our parents, partners, co-work·
recognizing that many 'individu-
als, life experiences and environ-
mental factors have an effect on
the multitude of aspects of our
lives, but in the end are primarily
a result of healthy or not-so-
healthy choices we make. e................. -)
Life ·is a challenge at best. ~
Life is not always fair, and nothing ~o\l~.il~""" ~
in life provides guarantees. Self· . .
responsibility means accepting ...-------=----.....,
that whil~ life poses a challenge,
personal choices playa major role
in life's outcomes. .' ~ LL
For additional information, .. &:1' YOutan
.call the Boise State University r .~AT
Wellness Center at 208-426·3334. ..A~rI1
"feel uncomfortable or inade- ~rDaV!U~l=:l~
q~~f 'respon'ibiUty ClIllian, , "''-'c '-,.'-c.'.:r : .:z: :., •• " s.:.r.: ....'... ~_~
ers, supervisors, children, the
media or our health-care provider
for circumstances that make us
Self-responsibility
.means accepting
that while life
poses a challenge,
personal choices
play a major role
in life's outcomes.
Entire Store
or less *
RIGHT NOW!
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Christmas chimes in with BSUMusic Departme-n-t---"
Rebecca Tumpr Christmas Concert craws "I think it ~ould be more most, the Bach piece less so. "I
Artsand QIIe1lainmenlWriler I the larg~st audience for difficult to practice as a large think variety is good for the audi-.r:he Boise State University the music department. group," she says. "I think you get ence and good for the partid-Music Department ' ~ll,the ensembles have been lost in a really huge ensemble." pants, ",he says.
. Christmas Concert rings in practlcmg separately Eachdirec- Meistersinger'Jim Graves, a John Baldwin,director of the
the holiday season this Sunday. tor has an asslgn~ent, but all ~~ior, agrees. He says that prac- Percussion Ensemble, turned in
with one of two BSUconcerts come together dunng one dress tlcmg separately isolates the ini· program ideas early in the semes-
that includes the majority of the rehearsal the day ~f the,concert. tial problems in the ensembles. ter, his first choice being "Awayin
music department. Sophomore lisa' GIlbert, a Headmits that an element of sur- a Manger."
Coordinating'such,an extrav- member of the Percussion prise does pop up duringthe pro- ~'lt has become [the
aganza "involves a bit of leader. duction's final stages.· '. Percussion Ensemble's] signature
ship and a lot of communication" "It's a good "It's a good experience for piece," he says, explaining thgat
says Meistersingers and Men's ,expeiience for us to', us to exude professionalism by the ensemble has, played the
Choru~ director Jim Jirak. "Dr. " ' being individuallyresponsible for arrangement for several years.
exude '. Schroeder [UniversitySingers and our msicat .expression," Graves . Besides "Awayin a Manger,"
Women's Chorus director] and I professionalism by says. , he tries to choose a piece that
began talking about ideas for the being individually This year the program con- contrasts in mood. .
choirs this summer." sists of everything from "Deck This, year the Percussion
"It sounds like WS going to responsible for our the H:l~" and "Symphony of Ensembie plans to pertorm the . about the Meisterlingers' first
be .a huge production," says musical ;arols . ~ the. non-seasonal traditional carols "Deck the rehearsal with the chamber
University Singer Hillary Lytle, a Finlandia by Jean Sibelius and, Halls" and "Christmas TIme is orchestra.
junior who sings alto in the choir. . expression," a sacred motet by Bach. .Here" from the Chorlie Brown '111e cellos play my pe "
Participants have prepared Meistersinger Jim " . Purdy ,~ays that although Christmas special. Baldwin,.ys which is nice," he remarl<s.· "I
for the upcoming event by split- Fmlandla,. played by the some of the percussionists will love Christmas music. it's great."
ting into sectionals during Graves says. Un tv er Sl.t y I Com 01 un i t Y also pertorm with some oi the . in past yeais the concert l.as
rehearsals. ¥Ie explains that Orchestra, IS. not a traditional other groups, opened with "big, splashy, joyous
this makes it easier to hear the Chnstmas piece, It stili offers a. numbers," ~rak says. This year,
distinct part>. Ensemble and the Meistersingers, bombastic orchestral tune. . the concert commence in a sub·
Craig Purdy, University! claims that rehearsing the music .. Senior Jennie Ficks, a hor- And as for the grand duid, contemplatiVe manner;
Community and Chamber within the separate ensembles rust 10 the orchestra, adds that finale? And as for the grand finalel
Orchestra director says the tends to prove beneficial. "Finlandia" is "still celebratory" "It involves . "it involves everything but, and evokes image of snow-cov- the kitchen sink," exclaims Purdy.
ered landscapes. everything but the The annual BSU Christmas
Junior Nathan' Stark, also a kitchen sink," Concert features the Faculty
hornist in the band, remarks that Brass Quintet, the Percussion
Christmas orchestral music can exclaims Purdy. 'Ensemble, the Women's Chorus,
become monotonous. the Men's Chorus, the University
"It's more important to be Singers, the Meistersingers, the
musical and add some Christmas University/CommunityOrchestra,
elements, rather than play only the Chamber Orchestra and the
Christmas music and add some "Everybody in the [percus- Opera .ldaho Children's Chorus.
melodic elements," Stark says. sion] ensemble has another piece Faculty soloists include Laura
.The Meistersingers and the they are responsible for," he says. Rushing-Raynes, Lynn Berg and
Chamber Orchestra will perform Purdy prepares extensively LindaBerg.
a Bachmotet under the direction with the orchestra before com- The concert begins at 7:30
of Jirak. bining them with the rest of the p.m. on Sunday, Dec. 6 in the
Although the piece is "not department. Morrison Center Main Hall.
strictly Christmas," Jirak feels "That's why I tell them I'm Tickets, available at Select-a-
the joyful music and the text going to be very nit-picky in the Seat, cost $6.50 general admis-
accurately portray the holiday early rehearsals," he explains. sion, $4.50 senior citizens
season. Jirak says he works on preci- and $1.50 students."fl
"[Whenchoosingmusic,] I'm sion and wording with choirs Admissioncosts nothing for ~
motivated by two things: the before rehearsing with the BSUstudents. ~
familiar and the unfamiliar," he orchestra. . Allproceeds benefit the -;
states. "You have to pay special BSUmusic scholarship funds. ~
He explains that the finale, attention to the diction of the Call 426·1596 for more 3
"Symphony of Carols," and the text because there's more sound information. ~
opener, "Lo, How a Rose E'er coming at you," he comments. ~
Blooming,"will sound fa~i~i~~to . ,. , _.Gr~y~~..sa~ ,h.e,f~ls ~d ~
!1'}i~~~Nhr\:it~!'?':'('1? ~:\~Ph~.'t :'~'\';l:;~?,;l,tl':'~1 .il.{' J~'~\'Ix/' .\':1'" I::: ',I'" :_;~.-.....- "
" .J
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From the sublime to the ridiculous, 'a good time will be had by aU
instruments in the
ensemble. .
Pochatko. says the
~.band encompasses peo-
ple from various profes-
sions and backgrounds,
like accountants, bank
tellers and people who
have had experience in
public schools.
"It's more of .a
humanity thing instead
of a musical thing,"
comments Pochatko.
Gould always C Elizabeth Gould )
expresses an interest .... -.-'_
in recruiting potential
band members. People join the band to play for fun, renew
their skills or just play good music, she says. .
Gould believes the students also gain something from
participating in a group that involves community members. "I
think [the students] can see that what they're doing here in
college means something for the rest of their lives." '
The BSU All-Campus Concert Band presents
"Ceremonies: from the Sublime to the Ridiculous" on
Thursday, December 3 at 7:30 p.m. in the BSUSpecial Events
. Center. Admission is free.
levels in order to benefit the entire band.
Sheappeals to music majors by pointing out harmonic and
melodic movements. Reaching out to non-music majors and
community members, she adds a bit of historical trivia to her
rehearsals.
Gould says flexibility proves important when conducting
an all-campus and community band.
What occurs during rehearsal depends on "who I've got in
front of me," which can vary, she explains •.
The group meets for 90 minutes once a week.
"Educationally, it's the opposite of what should be done,"
Gould says.
Idealistically, rehearsals should be conducted more often
for less time. She says that many of her hours are spent "hop-
ing and praying everything will carry 'over to the next week."
BSUmusic major Amanda Pochatko, a senior, says the all-
campus band involves a lot less pressurethat the other ensem-
bles on campus.
Pochatko participates in the Symphonic Winds,
University/Community Orchestra, Chamber Orchestra, Blue
Thun'der Marching Band and a student trio.
She claims plaYing in the all-campus band improves lis-
tening skills. She has also picked up a secondary instrument
while playing in the band.
"It's a good way to get proficient on a different instru-
ment, ". Pochatko comments.
Pochatko's plays the oboe primarily along with the clar-
inet. She states that many of the music majors play secondary
Rebe((dTurne[ ~
Arts and Entertainment Wrtter -.J
Elizabeth Gould, director of the Boise State UniversityAll·Campus Concert Band, says the group's December 3concert will offer an evening full of the "sublime" and
the "ridiculous."
"It's going to be a fun time," says Gould.
The concert, titled "Ceremonies," features "President
Garfield's Inaugural March" by John Philip Sousa and other
standard repertoire works (the sublime) alongside a piece by
classical music satirist P.D.Q. Bach (the ridiculous).
Gould claims the. concert also features a "mystery
guest. "She admits that the BSUmusic majors will know the
person's identity but only as "an aspiring percussionist."
The All-Campus Band consists of students, who make up
a little over half of the band, and community members.
Gould says about two-thirds of those students are music
majors.
Gould has been conducting the band for two years. In
. the past, a different graduate student directed the 60-piece
band each year. .
She has been a faculty member for three years, and con-
tinues to work on consistency within the group.
''We're in better shape this year than last year. Next
year, we'll play even better," she says.
Gould says conducting a group with such a diverse pop-
ulation provides a unique experience. She works on different
Need cash?
New Donors
Earn $20 Todayl
(Wi Student ID)
;f~:bm~nata.
\;':;';,; 'j' stUdents nowl
t,'" ,'."
LEADERSHIP
QUEST Up to $155 per month with
only 2-4 hours per week
Current 10 &. proof of
residency required
Brin9 a friend and earn
$10 extra
Inactive donors mention
this ad for $5 bonus
(30 days since last Visit).
Leadership Quest Isdesigned
to expose numerous Boise State
University students to a national
caliber leadership program while
Interacting with university and
civic leaders.
SeraCare Plasma
338-0613
4017 OverlandFormore information contact the Student Ac1tvltles
4126-1223 ot TOO 4126-1024.
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Newsfrom the Muse: It's beginning to sound a lot like Christmas
Now they play 29 holiday concerts College Video Contest
there in addition to the 18 featured The Christophers ,
on their North American tour. 12 East48th Street
Ticket costs range from $15 to New York, NY 10017
$100 and can be purchased by call" or call 212·759·4050.
ing (208) 426-1171.
ErtcaHlwill __ ------- Boston Pops orchestra
AI1s&EnlerldinmenIEdilor __ ----'--1 with conductor Keith
Lockhart. The group will
play selections from their latest
recording on RCA Victor, Holiday
Pops. "Sleigh Ride" and "Joy to the
World" are just a few songs the
troupe will present.
The Boston Pops have been
performing since 1973with a three-
concert series at Symphony' Hall.
Bost9n POPS return for
one night'Christmas
performance
The Boston Popswill return to
Boisefor a Christmas~time tradition
at the BSU Pavilion on Dec. 4 at
7:30 p.m, The show features the
Santa Clauswill drop in for a suprise visit to the
. PavilIonon Friday: He's the one with the beard.. '
I .nd ,•• lalll. aMount l
New 2 bed, 21/2 bath Townhouse
Close to campus
-----------1 Call owner: Chet Pipkin
;O... IIl/IUIIDIIl.IK I 322.(,272
i -lippi, 1100 of ..... 1' '"' .... ,., doll.
i ,a,IIN' lololl.. ooN (II•• to 10 ... '111) Presented by:
'I, - 'A' all ollo.obl. 0I0Il.,ooN Capistrano
I
.11M la oltO.,la, fI.oaol., ' Construction:~o::.~~% do•• fla.aol.. * ~:n~~:ker * . J
Calling all
filmmakers
AKurt Bestor Christmas
,returns to Boise
Pianist/Composer Kurt Bestor
'College students can now enter ' returns for one night only this
the twelfth annual Christopher Saturday for a seasonal showcase
Video Contest, which includes cash from his best-selling album series.
awards up to $3000. The winning He will feature songs from A Kurt
entries will be featured on the Bestor Christmas, Volume One,
Armed Forces Network program Volume Two and Noel along with
Christopher Close-up. To enter, stu- selections from his newest release C
dent must interpret the theme, 0 5"1 tN' ht Kurt Bestor )ne 1 ep 19 • >
"One person can make, a differ-. Bestor hasworked with. Kenny Dickens' Past and he is currently
ence." Loggins, Jeffrey Osborne, Mary .completlng music for a Warner
Entries must be submitted on Hart,' Donny Osmond, Grant Brothers feature.
VHS tape only and must run five' Geissman,HarveyMasonandTake6 Tickets are available through
minutes or fewer in length. on .past col~aborativ.eprojects .. ~e Select-A-Seat. For 'admission infor- •
Deadline is June 18, 1999. tYPICallY,wnte.smusIC~or teleVl~lOn . mation call (108)385-1766.
For an official entry form, and movies. HIS most recent project
write to: was a score for The Ghost of
Friday and saturday
Open until 10 :OOpm
http://librQry.~dbsu.edu or 426-1816 for hours recording
BSUI A'bertson~ library
Extended Hours, Fall· 98
November 29 - December 16
Sund~y through Thursday
Open until Midnight
'--------------------- ------. ------_ .._--_.-_. __ ..
'Go Phat...
Buy any-espresso beverage
and receive a F!?EEPhat Shot.
l
Coffee-On-The-Go-for-People-on-the-Go ·Come in to
DK DONUTS and LITTLE BEAN ESPRESSO
II
What is a Phat Shot?.g:: It's the essens.eof coffee. A
1l1"'!ll-'.~ unique extraction of the bean,
"'liiI~ resulting in a bitterless flavor.
~
l'=-l~ Located at the Franklin Shopping Center Plaza
Ask for a FREEAntenna Cup!
. ,
'.';::-r. ~~ ::=~=.,..;---~- ..-~._--,~'_.'
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13th and State Street
.. Buy any Cappuccino or Latte &
Recive a FREE DONUT (non-premium)
with this advertisement
Good Monday thru Thursday until Dec. 3 1998
I
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ing' works. well for Phab P!lour,
they've come up with a great
album highlighting the thing they
do best: improvise.
Some better tracks include
Mantronik vs. EPMD with their
'Strickly Business' (Mantronik MBA
Radio Edit). Full of exploitable
energy and Marley samples (1 Shot
the Sheriff), this edited version
gives a glimpse of better things in
store. Roger S. featuring Soulson,
in their Wrek Tha Oiscotek, allows
us a full realization of what it's like
to beWesleySnipes-this must rep-
resent what goes on in hi,s,head.
. Even New Order gets on the
Snipeswagon, re-offering (yet
again) an .even more .convoluted
Confusion. This time it's the Pump
Panel Reconstruction Mix, which .
fits nicely into this collection.
Overall, Blade gives a good
impression of the varying moods a
vampire killer must grapple with
on a daily basis.
r---------------------------------------------'---------------------------------------------------.,;-------~------.;.----------------
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Opening
. with the
hauntingly
supple
'Ghost', Phish
rolls and swoons
through their usual barrage of
varying styles; The surging funk of
'Birds of a Feather' displays key-
boardist Page McConnell's skill
with an organ, coupled with great
lyrics from Marshall: "It's not an
experience if they can't bring
. SportsOOlor someone along/ they hang on
As
entirely new approach to emotions they bottle inside/ they
. studio recording gives The peck at the ground and strut out of
tory of the Ghost the truest stride."
Phishsound from a non-live album. Mike Gordon showshisadept-
The process' was simple: record ness on the pedal steel in
days upon days of improvisational 'Reggae', as Phishsets itself adrift
jams and see what you find. What in a circus of light where dreams
they found was a cache of songs can take flight! in the peaceful-
drifting in their collective subcon- nessdreaming dreams brings.
scious, stemming from the high of The highlight of the album is
a recent world tour. Sifting the eight-minute 'Guyute' with
through these hours of tape, whit- freestyle jams reminiscent of live
. tling out the shiniest, freshest Phish. The fact they've been play-
music and working from a book of ing the song since 1994 may
poemsbV10mMarshall, Phishcom- . account for their comfort in going
piled 39 new songs. The Story of off. If anything disappoints on The
:he Ghost stands as the collection Story of the Ghost, it's their
,f the twelve best, plus 'Guyute', unwillingness to extend the rest of
he long-time show tune now the songs.
•eleased in studio form. The new approach to record-
Phish
The Story of the
Ghost
Grade: A
MichaelCOxe _
Blade soundtrack
Grade; B
MichaelCOxe-----
SportsOOlor_-
t tMusic inspired by the motion
picture;" executive producer
WesleySnipescompiles a col-
lection of collaborations with that
Blade feel-all the dark, daring
muscle-bound-for- thumpi n' -sorne-
sense-into-your-thick- vampire-
skull. Comprised mainly of cuts
featuring simple downtown beats
coupled with somegreat sampling,
and paired with someequally fresh
raps, Blade links a few of the best
in the business.
.KRS-Oneand Channel Live get
together to kick out the title
track, propping up Snipes' along
the way. But the track called Blade
remains an uninspired song from
the usually incomparable KRS-One,
one seeming more like some weak
excuse to say 'Thanks for thinkin'
of us, Wes'.
Wesley Snipes discusses root canal work
with his dentist in the vampire thriller, Blade.
~.
Arbiter's artist of the week !
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Where the·%$#! was
Douglas Danal________ attendance fell asleep couldn't really hear the (Boise, fUture would be to tell Idaho'to damn cannon rolling and drown
SpoItsWrtlla..er '_1 that night with the State) band," said AlexStrasser, leave their band (read "banned") 'em out with it. Who'sayswe can
ldaho fight song,.t~rob·~l0sea' " et holde1l1'fCOtrt at home. But, since all the '0, it off after our guys
It'sbeen over a week now, but bing in their heads. ; ;' see the chee aders t>ut could lawyers in Boise would cry and'the sting has only barely begun Admittedly, I haven't n't. really tell what wer I prevent it from happen· ould PfB9Pbly also be, to wear off,after the Bronco's much' att~ntion to the ba c~eerinv~. " at'- $Om~nat_ noted that Idadb'¥s"band sounds
overtime defeat to Idaho. But other BoIse State games... w {"""" en NIll,a "fof'the powers:""~~in~r than ours. I
I'm not going to sit here and list many times can you hear Lour ' t '.' mce they can't seem t~ ,leariled~~~om talking to sever-
reasons why Boise State lost the Louie before you start tuning it ere It out by themselves. (ThIs al peoplewl;fb~ttended the local
game. Forget about fumbled out? I've always knownthe band s pretty basic stuff) Holiday Paral1e\q,eldbefore the '
snaps, missed field goals, cues- was there, but never really gave contest. A[t~~)ly, the UI'
tionable coaching decisions or much thought to the implications 1. If their band's set up down MarchingBand shoWedup there '
blowncalls in the end-zone. No, their presence exerts on the out· on the track, get our band down first, before an%~J\coreperfor-
I want to discuss a far more seri- come of a game. ' Maybe it's § on the track. It's OURstadiumand' mance at the gartle!; One fail's
ous issue that had a truly pivotal because visiting teams rarely, it we can't hear them when they're mother even notice~ tpe grossdif- ,
effect on the outcome of the ever, bringtheir ownmusiciansto tucked up in the stands. (If this ference during the pa~f·timeshow
game. The Bands. games in BroncoStadium. Or, if isn't reason enough for you as viewed from hetiliVingroom.
Boise State football players they do, they don't have half the ":al administrative tYpes, remember While I don't,wirii'to suggest
who have competed against UIin crowd to play for. At any rate, '::Bolse'State'band.,;.,'nc .. ". you could then sell off the seats that Idaho's bagd' :lion the game
both Moscowand Boise must be Idahobrought theirs and itwasn't·"'/'\("~'Staie>·'· the band formally occupied and for them, or gdr..,s·'·lostit for us,',
wonderingwhat it would feel like pretty for us. . .' .,':.·in~kemore S.) will' saY.+t\~t/ the imbalance
to meet the Vandalswith a home About midway through the both (bands) Q[\'," 'J' betwe7\vth~,two served to nullify
field advantage.' From my seat first half of the game I began to adds, "put Idah~'s ba 1F~~ae \,\, : ~~.",~~nd,,~~:~~~;111embersg ~M",,~!lY:!9~ field advant~ge o~r
high in the student section, I fig' notice a sick feeling in my'stom" all day long." .'f - '\... f1r~~up! tve,rY-t1mr"you,hear'j(j~"",.,Q~.m1ght have felt 10 the1r
ach. At first I attributed it to the After the game, Bqlses~~ ow; ,;.0\ w~\SttE!"'a~t\Qteout b\ggest duel of the year. '
Jim Beamand Coke in my hands, fan Adam S~oreysu ~ d it(UP'\'\'hol$t~'tart in w\th some .F\nally, \n ~n overt\~ g~me
but I soon realized the true perfectly. CI 1.1h"under or w~atever. decided bya smgle ~mt, little
nature of myaffliction. "Idaho's ba kept the " . ,me Boise State, faithful details make all the difference.
"I-D.A.H-O, Idaho, Idaho, Vandal fansic1n0t#ie.'Zgame~.·-re-~~_t~_.e.~e¥t time the Vandalscome
GO,GO,GO!", notes. '''Every time Idaho turned them into submission. Again,this to town, let's hope the decision·
~'That's to be expected." I it over, or (BoiseState) scored, . depends on the assumption that makers around here remember
thought initially. "A lot of Idaho their bandwouldstart up and get the crowd can actually hear the that playingon your home turf, in
alumni live here and it's not real· the Idahofans fired up again." home·townband over the visitors. front of a home crowd, is sup·
Iyall that weird for them to bring Obviously,the best move to (Apparentlynot a given.) posed to present ~.loud and clear
their band down for the big avoid a similar debacle in the advantage.
P~:~~timeCI=========~=~3~.~w~a~ll~e~~~e:f:~:~~g~e:t::~a~ti~,,= __=,,~_~,_~_~_=_=_=,~,_~_-,.-.-,-.,~
and fifty I-D·A·H-Ochants later, I .. ' l' 'ilt'ree of JLife ~
began to question who the home ** .Jtjf Crisis Pregnancy Center
team really was. Finally,some· l'~' FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
one' in the stan,ds behind me ' ANDCONFlDENT7AL COUNSEUNG
yelled in a hoarse voice, to no
one in particular, "Hey,where the
f-k is our band?!"
Then, I realized, it wasn't
just that. Idaho's band wouldn't
shut up, but ours wasnowhereto
be found, or heard.
At first I blamed it on
acoustics and thought perhaps
people on, the opposite side of
the stadium could hear our band
just fine. That is, until Italked to
folkswhowatched the gamefrom
the stadium'Swestside.
"Nowthat I think about it, I
"Idaho's band kept
the Vandal fans in
the game," he .
notes. "Every time
Idaho turned it over,
or (Boise State)
scored, their band
would start up and
get the Idah~ fans
fired up again."
ured the crowd to run about 30 to
40 percent in favor of the
Vandals, fairly typical for a
BSUlldaho 'match-up in Boise.
Personally, I guessed the figure
closer to the lower end of that
range but sOmepeople I talked to
thought that fully half the fans in
attendance were ,pulling for
Idaho. I believe this relates
directly to the presence and per-
formance of Idaho's band and the
fact that every Bronco fan in
our band!?!
FOR AN APPOINTMENT,
PLEASE CAU..
376-4131
12000 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
(2ND FLOOR)
.;~
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ond on the team in tackles for loss, 9 for 25 yards.
The Second Team offense includes senior tight end Jim
Brekke, senior running back Eron Hurley (1142 yards rushing),
junior guard Jeremy Mankins, and senior tackle Jermaine Belin.
Boise State's Second Team Defensive candidates are junior
. inside linebacker Bryan Johnson and sophomore cornerback,'
DempseyDees.
Honorable Mention awards go to sophomore quarterback
Bart Hendricks and junior center Ryan Groneman on offense,
and junior defensive lineman Jon Rydman and senior safety Jeff
Davis on defense.
., I 24 sports DtlemlJerUg9S ·1
13 Broncos named to All Big West Conference
Rodney Smith ,
Also named to First Team offense, senior wide receiver
Rodney Smith compiled 772 yards on 53 catches, scoring 11
touchdowns-many of them coming at crucial moments-on the
season. Smith finishes his two-year career at BSUwith 117
receptions for 1,686 yards and 20 touchdowns, ranking him
ninth, eleventh, and fifth (respectively) for those categories in
BSU'srecord books. '
Senior defensive lineman Bobby Setzer is the only Bronco
, named to the First Team defense. He leads the team in sacks
with 8.5 for 69 yards on the year. Setzer ranks above all defen-
. sive linemen for total tackles with 49 (36 unassisted), and sec. Bobby Setzer------------------------'-------_ .., ---------_---:.._----
MichaelCOxe----------,
sports Edilor _
With the BigWest Conference releasing its picks for the1998 All-Conference team, several Broncos have beenrecognized by the league.
First Team offense from Boise State includes junior tackle
Keith Dilworth, who anchored the Bronco offensive line' by
allowing for an average of 442.6 yards per game this year
L176.2rushing, 246.5 passing), 56 yards better than last season.
Keith Dilworth
-:;;-
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...rpecrq~~ 345-5551
Open 'Till Midnight Weekdays & 2:00 AM Weekends
r---..-------------------------------------- ...---------------------------------------
, ",. Not valid with any other O(le Ii ",.Not valid with any other O(le I
'!l' Med· 3 '" ,I '!l' . '"fij lu.m .~ II ~ 1 large .~
e topping a::I ~ 2 topping a:~ • Q)U~ en
~ pizza -g I! ~ pizza & -g
"0 & order of g. II "0 2 I'· d • a
.~ breadsticks -g' Ii ~ Ite~ rlnk~'
:::i~ 799 ~ I!a.:i~~~~~r~:t(g0ke 99
• + tax 0 II. + tax 0
0' :I tb'
•~ 66/0&H sandxs '~IUO'" il .~ 66/0&H sandxa '~IUOe"
------------------------------_ ..._------_ ....... -------- ..._------------------------_ ..--_.
Internet Services
'5tud~nt .
f~"1J\t1
Un\imited t\oursl~
One £-mai\ Au.ount
r:; M£G.. Disc.~pac.e for Home 'Page
I'a\i G.ame server
Ho\\ida1 ~pec.ia\
Limited lime Offer
$(,0 ~pring ~emester'" free ~et-up
and the rest of '1I11S for fru!
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Campbell earns All-
American honors
Bronco men's tennis team
ranked 20th in the nation
Boise State sophomorecross-country runnerMelinda Campbell keeps'
piling on the accolades.
Campbell, a native of Newport,
OR, finished second in the Big
West Championship's 5,000
meter event on Oct. 31, ,before
running to a fifth place finish at
the NCAA West Region
Championships on Nov. 14.
On Nov. 23, in Lawrence, KS,
Campbell finished tn 19th place
at the NCAA Championships,
earning her first All-American
honors as a Bronco. Campbell
ran the 5,000 meter course in 17
minutes, 25 seconds, finishing 38
seconds back of the current
national champion, Katie
McGregor of Michigan.
CbarlieJokisaaril-----;o----
Spor1sWriler _
When you think of the Bronco men's tennisteam, think potential. Under former headcoach Greg Patton, the Broncos finished
in the top slot of the Big Sky, and second in their
first year in the Big West. With the departure of
Patton, Jim Moortgat assumed the duties as head
coach of the Bronco men's team after serving as
the women's head coach for three years. The
Broncos again possess a pool of individual talent
with two all-conference and one all-American
players.
Although Boise State encountered some prob-
lems early this fall, the Broncos should warm up to
the next half of the season quite easily.
"Wehave one of the most talented teams in
the region, but we didn't really play up to expec-
tations," confesses assistant coach Kristen Widen.
Despite disappointing singles matches, the
BSUmen saw strong play from their doubles com-
bos. The duo of Ryan Dallas and Cory Dallas leads
the charge, finishing in the quarterfinals at the
Rolex Regional Tennis Tournament, helping the
school to a fifth place'ranking out of 20 teams. -
leif Meineke and Wesley Moodie, both rookies
on Boise State's tennis program this year, elevated
.the Bronco game to new heights over the season.
~.
ORIENTAL
.EXPRESS
LUNCH I DINNER, DINE IN or CARR' our
. Call or Fax in To Go Orders.
Melinda Campbell
• 4 (r.~P.,s $ 1.75
• , Pot Stickers (After 1,.) 3.15
, • M,"ari. Btt (kick.. . .........•............. 4.15
• L•••• (kick••........................... 4.50
• hunl T.. •• (klch •...................... 4.50
• M•••• ll •• a•• f •••••••.••••••••••••••.•••• 4.50
• 'ole ••• Skrl., ........•.........•.....•.• 5.15· II.", F•• U, •.•••.....• '..••.•••.•.•••••• 4.15
I L------,-=----- .__-----:--~-~---'I Ie also s'e,ve Vegetarian dislles! :nIt,· '. Tel..... (208) 345-1161 HO Iortll Hili Striet
. Fu (208) 345-1S48 loise, ldaIIo83702, __ ;:::ILl
As a doubles team, Meineke and Moodie came
up big for BSU in the prestigious All·American
Tournament.
Leif (pronounced "Life") Meineke, originally
from Frankfurt, Germany, made his way to BSUas a
junior transfer from the University of Mobile in I.. ,..- ...-~
Alabama. Meineke claimed a significant role in
their NAIA National Championship in 1997. He was •
named an NAIA All·American, finishing third in the '
singles national tournament. . II
Moodie traveled from Durban, South Africa to '
play tennis at Auburn University in Alabama before
joining the BSUsquad.
Together the two managed to take Boise State
to the semi-finals of the All·American Tournament,
beating the top-seeded doubles teams from Florida
State, Nebraska and Illinois. Moodie and Meineke
completed the tournament in the semi·finals losing
to SMU. It remains the best ever showing at the All·
American Tournament by a Boise State doubles
team.
UC Santa Barbara sits atop the Big West con-
ference and looks like the team to beat in center-
ence play. The Broncos are currently ranked 20th in
the nation.
The season resumes in January when Boise'State travels to New Mexico and returns Jan. 23 to ..a
host Washington State •
University Christian Church
1801University Drive '
(Across from the Student Union)
343·5461
Sunday Mornings
9:30am - Bible Studies for All
10:45 - Traditional Worship Service
,..,
_ J
j
1,
"
- - - - - -Drink specials 7 days a week!
* TUesday
$1.50 Wells
&1.00 Copper Camels
* wednesday
$2.00/$2.50 pints
$1 .00 Mud Slide
*Thursday
$1.50 Wells
$1.00 Alabama shots
*Frlday 81Saturday
$1.50 cans
*Monday
$1~75Wells
$2.00/2.50 pints
$1.00 Schnapps
*Sunday
$2,00/2.50 pints
$1 .00 Kamikazies
~~~.,~~OO~~
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study break De(ember~1998 ---
Dale and Ira's Top Ten Pick-up Lines.
10. Pull my finger.
9...That shirt is very becoming on you. If I was that shirt I'd be
coming on to you too .
. 8. You're pretty, I have a camera and a van, come with me..
7. You're damn ugly.'
6. Want to go have.pizza and then do it? What? You don't like
pizza? .
5. Come with me to church this Sunday, then we'll make sloppy
'. unprotected love.
4. You are the canvas, my fingers the brush, my slobber the
paint.
3. Can I borrow some money?'My car got towed! Hey! Come back,
at least I have a car.
2. Ever wonder what it would be like to go out with a
unemployed radio executive or a unemployed fat red-headed
juggler?
1. I"ve got enough hair on my back to weave us a Navaho
blanket.
MONDAY Monday. Micros -$1.50 after 7:00 pm
TUESDAY Ladies - Happy Hour all day
WEDNESDAY Steel tip darts night
THURSDA Y BSU students - Happy Hour all day
FRIDAY TGIF!
SATURDAY Happy Hour specials!'
SUNDAY Open soft tip darts & NFL specials
WHERE THERE'S ALWAYS
SOMETHING GOING ON!
80 BOTTLED BEERS
24 BEERS ON TAP
. . GREATF00r>
;650S~Vista Avenue
", .L·-331"·t~15"· .-.
1010Main
Downtown Boise
345·6605
http://www.webpak.netl-bluesbou
E·mall: bluesbou@mlcron.net
.:~'!J. .'.!~,*,'~~P,.~~9!1!,~;:-;,"
:~~;III Z,~ A~jp-J
"7; ;\,~.""':., :~wf
...Thurs;:Oec. 3;NQ:COVfR~.' -i~"~:;-;,,;;,',"
Swing to'f!~~~",lth the
Hoochie\p6ochie
Men
* Fri. Nov. 13$2 Cover
Boise's #1 Blues
.~\FaUahl;
~silt3:Sllfri
* Sat. Dec. 5 $!S Cover
The 70' s Still Live
$oul Purpose
CONTESTGIVEAWAy
highest platforms
Best 70's dancers
• SUN DEC. 8TH
BENEFIT FOR IDAHO
RURAL COUNCIL
7:PH SBANDS
HEHBERS:
$SDONAT10NS
NON-HEHBERS $7
[_--- De£ember.~\998
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CLASSIFIEDS
r::=~,,:,,=~~~~~. r--.......,!n"'"'~==~-~ miles, black and tan, Fully
loaded, in GREAT condi-
tion. $6195.00 OBO, Call:
" 895-0232.
:Help wanted
Mac Lap top (duo)
comes with docking sta-
tion, printer, internal
modem, hard drive 100
MHz. Excel. condition!
Perfect for word process-
ing. $800,.00 (OBO)' call
850-1967. Ask for Sean.
.-
Great opportunities wI flexible
hours for college students,
Service Advisor $7/hr
Greet customers, sell car wash ser-
vices, invoice the customer with a
ticket, mark vehicles for services.
Express Detail $6/hr
This team details the interior and
exterior of vehicles.
Production $6/hr
The production team cleans the inte-
rior and exterior of vehicles.
Apply at any Nu Look Car
Wash: 1790Broadway, 5950
Fairview, or 3756Chinden
AA/EEO/ADA
All positions offer generous bonus-
es. All new employees receive a
SO.sO/hr raise after 90 days.
*1989 Ford Bronco
*~ddie Bauer Edition
*4x4 on the fly
*131,000 miles
'*Great Condition
*$6,195.00'obo
Formore info call 895-0232 Looking for a new~:::::;::======:":~~~~~~~~ Computer? P300MHz com-
ILost ThePrincipalFinancialGroupIS puter with 32MB RAM
expandingIn the Boisearea.We including 15" monitor for
would liketo addthree new
associatesto our team.The ,$1000. Call KEADA
successfulcandidatesshould be Industries @367-1320.
establishedIn the areaand
enjoyworkingWith people.
Associateswill receiveextensive
salesandtechnical traInIng.A
generouscompensatIonand
\
beneflts packageIsIncluded.
Don't passup thIs great
opportunItY! Faxyour resume
:to (2081345-5129or sendIt to
12600RoseHili ste. 2OO80lse,10
83705
~
PLAN AHEAD.
'. GETAHEAD.
FlII8l1Cial '
Group
Wedding ring in or near
Education BId. and west
parking lot please call
Norma at 888-6290.
Blk lacquer water bed
frame with floating night
stands, floatation mat-
tress, heater,
comforter/bed spread,
sheets, piltow cases also
inclUded. Excel. condi-
.tionll $300.00. Call 850-
1967, ask for Sean.
For sale
Paid Marketing
Internship. Campus Street
Reps Wanted: to market
and promote animal-
house.com, the ultimate
online college community.
E-mail us @
csrprogram@animalhouse.c
om or call (800)254-8433.
wilD
...... 101BP1i
Must Sell! Moving out
'of the Country! '87 Isuzu
Trooper. 4 wheel drive,
oversized wheels, 2 door,
well maintained, Ale.
·$4000.000.B.0.
Also, '85 Subaru GL
Wagon. 4 wheel drive,
automatic, new tires and
breaks. $2000.00 O.B.O.
94' Specialized
Rockhopper Compo 16 1/2
inch frame. Paid $700.00
will sell for $200.00.
Excellent condition, must
see! Call 321-1705.
1989 Ford Bronco,
Eddie Bauer Ed. 130,000Doesn't it
just make
you sick?•..' ...• _~. _.. -.. ..'"
1£ you can't stop thinking about
food, if you sneak into the
kitchen at night to binge then
you feel guilty and throw it all
up, you may need more than a
new diet. You may have the
same disease we Mve.
Overeaters Anonymous
336-3485 .
http://www.OfttUl8rsAnonymou ••otI
IJfctime S__ rt with No fe.... r Ole"
~~~~Befcayoo~ .....,11__ lil~ ~
I.DII .... pI..., ....
lQdt .. pI· ...
:l.a... ...... - _ ...
4. •• lIucIiIlrl ...
L ..., ....._ ...- 11-
7 -_·..... ..............."-_........... ,._11••• -·- _...1 , The Arbiter 1.ActOSs
Both are in good condition.
Call 362-4098.
JVC car CD player and
two speakers for sale. All
are in great shape. Willing
to sell together for $150.00
OBO, or seperately for
$100 (CD player) and $50
(speakers). Call 426-4657:
Roommate Wanted
Seeking responsible
roommate to share 2 bed-
room. apt. 2 blocks from
BSU. Laundry facilities and
pools. $265/month. Call
Tiffany or Megan at (208)
424-0161.
Services
•• •• ••..M...M...
~fl
Tired of cleaning
house? Give yourself a
break! Call Janet 395·
1828. Experienced,
Flexible, Thorough!
Affordable- compare to
local cleaning agencies!
Lose 10 to 100 pounds,
GUARANTEED! Free sam-
ples. Lee lost 40 pounds in
2 months. Call now, 1-888-
736-1013.
University Dr.'
theSUB .
".
*BUYBACK VALUE
Bronco lFIEBOOKsrOREBooks ,.,Bal. s- UnlwqltyBook Title Code number
",~. ~~~~~~~~~~~;--~
Educational Psychology by Woolfolk 0-205-26335-6 $18.00 . $27~'00
$26.90 $32~50
$26.75 .$32.00
$6.00 $8.50
$20.00 $30,50
$20.00- $35.00
$10.00 $18.00 .
$20.00 $34.50
Pre Calculus w/out manual by Larson 6-669-41727-0
Financial Accounting by King 0-471-30428-x
. .
Frauds, Myths, and Mysteries by Feder . 1-55934-523-3
Psychology by Lefton 0-205-18995-4
Calculus by Bittinger 0-201-59338-6
.....
0-15-503286-0Understanding Communication by Alder
Biology by Starr 0-534-5044D-x
Buyback Dates for Fall '98
Dec 14-18
Mon & Tues 8am-7prn .
Wed~Fri Sam-5:30pm
"'Based on actual buyback prices fro~ 5/13/98.
..........................................................................................................................................................
Drop off this entry form in the Bronco Shop by 5:00pmJan. 14th foryour chance to win
.' ADDRESS
lRE BOOKSTORE
J,r, Boise State University.
9rawing Date:J~:'i.5,J999
·H selected, briDg your clas,~
schedule; and we'll pickup .
your textbook-tab! ".. : .: t·
-Used books will be
. provided where available
-Book.$tore employees and
.their families are n~t eligible
9
